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ABSTRACT
Recently, we introduced a bidirectional Fano algorithm (BFA)
[10] which can achieve much higher decoding throughput
compared to the regular unidirectional Fano algorithm (UFA),
especially at low signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). However, the
decoding throughput improvement of the conventional BFA
with respect to the UFA reduces as the SNR increases and
converges to 100% at high SNR. In this paper, two pa-
rameters in the BFA, which are known as the number of
merged states (NMS) and the threshold increment value ∆,
are exploited to improve the decoding throughout of the
conventional BFA. The improved BFA can achieve much
higher decoding throughput compared to the UFA and the
conventional BFA, especially at high SNR. For example at
Eb/N0=5dB, the throughput improvement achieved by the
improved BFA is about 280% compared to the UFA and
about 80% compared to the conventional BFA, and its com-
putational complexity is only 4% of the Viterbi algorithm.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
E.4 [Coding and Information Theory]: Error control
codes

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sequential decoding is known as suboptimum decoding

of convolutional codes [1]. Compared to the well-known
Viterbi algorithm (VA) which can achieve maximum like-
lihood decoding performance, sequential decoding is a vari-
able complexity algorithm and has much lower computa-
tional complexity than the VA at medium to high SNR.
Since the computational complexity of sequential decoding
is independent from the constraint length of the convolu-
tional code, it can decode very long constraint length con-
volutional codes which are impossible for the VA to decode
with the same computational effort. There are mainly two
types of sequential decoding algorithms which are known
as the Stack algorithm [2, 3] and the Fano algorithm [4].
Compared to the Stack algorithm, the Fano algorithm has
low storage and sorting requirements, which makes it more
suitable for hardware implementations [5, 6].

The availability of a very wide unlicensed bandwidth near
60 GHz makes multi-gigabit per second wireless communica-
tions an attractive research area nowadays [7]. The very high
data rate (e.g. 1–6Gbps) makes the baseband signal process-
ing more power and area hungry compared to that for low
data rates [8]. For example, to achieve the required high
throughput, the WirelessHD specification proposes simul-
taneous transmission of eight interleaved codewords, each
encoded by a convolutional code [9]. It is straightforward
to use eight parallel Viterbi decoders to achieve multi-Gbps
decoding throughput. Alternative decoding techniques for
convolutional codes are of interest in high throughput sys-
tems due to the high power consumption and large silicon
area of Viterbi decoders.

Sequential decoding can achieve a similar error rate per-
formance compared to the VA and its computational effort
can be much lower than that of the VA. The low hardware
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Figure 1: Illustration of bidirectional Fano algo-
rithm decoding, where L is the information length
and K is the constraint length of the convolutional
code. The more rigorous merging check requires
more than one merged state and the overlapped
length should be not less than 1.[10]

complexity and low power consumption of sequential decod-
ing make it very attractive for battery powered portable
devices in high data rate applications. However, due to the
irregular and unstructured operations and variable decoding
delay, it is more difficult for sequential decoding algorithms
to achieve high throughput compared to the VA. Some tech-
niques in sequential decoding can be used to reduce the de-
coding delay and thus improve the throughput. For exam-
ple, bidirectional searching can be used in sequential decod-
ing to involve parallel processing in decoding one codeword
by adding one more decoder compared to the UFA. In [10]
a bidirectional Fano algorithm (BFA) was proposed for high
throughput sequential decoding. It was shown that the pro-
posed BFA could achieve much higher decoding throughput
compared to the UFA, especially at low SNR. The through-
put improvement comes from the parallel processing and
also the reduction in computational effort. However, the
throughput improvement of the BFA with respect to the
UFA reduces as the SNR increases and it converges to 100%
at high SNR.
In this paper, two parameters in the BFA, known as the

number of merged states (NMS) and threshold increment
value ∆ are exploited to improve the decoding throughput
of the conventional BFA. A look-up table of the optimal
pairs of NMS and ∆ can be constructed offline for a specific
convolutional code based on the error rate and decoding
throughput statistics at the SNR of interest. The BFA de-
coder can choose the optimal pair of NMS and ∆ according
to the estimated SNR in real-time decoding. The through-
put improvement with respect to the UFA achieved by the
improved BFA is higher than that achieved by the conven-
tional BFA, especially at high SNR. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows. In Section II, the BFA is briefly
reviewed and the trade-off between error rate and decoding
throughput is discussed. How to construct the look-up table
which stores the optimal pairs of NMS and ∆ is also pre-
sented in this section. The simulation results are given in
Section III, and the conclusions are drawn in Section IV.

2. THROUGHPUT IMPROVEMENT

2.1 Trade-offs in the BFA
In the BFA, there is a forward decoder (FD) and a back-

ward decoder (BD) which search towards each other simul-
taneously as illustrated in Fig. 1. Both the FD and the BD

start decoding from the known state zero and finish decod-
ing when the FD and the BD merge with each other. Merg-
ing means that the FD and the BD have the same state
and the same position within the codeword. In order to
increase the reliability of merging and thus improve the er-
ror rate performance of the BFA, more than one merged
state is required for the merging condition. A trade-off be-
tween error rate performance and decoding throughput can
be made by changing the number of merged states (NMS)
in the BFA. A detailed description of the BFA and its per-
formance can be found from [10]. Another parameter in the
BFA which can be changed to make a trade-off between error
rate performance and decoding throughput is the threshold
increment value ∆. Generally, a “finer” search of the code
tree can be achieved by reducing the ∆ value at the cost
of higher computational effort. A lower decoding delay can
be achieved by increasing the ∆ value, but the error rate
performance degrades due to a “coarser” search of the code
tree. A more detailed discussion about the choice of ∆ can
be found from [11]. The trade-off between error rate perfor-
mance and decoding throughput by changing NMS and ∆
was examined by simulation first. The bit error rate perfor-
mance and throughput improvement (TI) for different values
of NMS and ∆ at Eb/N0=4dB are shown in Fig. 2 (a) and
(b), respectively. TI is defined as:

TI =

(
DelayUFA

DelayBFA
− 1

)
× 100%, (1)

where DelayUFA and DelayBFA are the average decoding
delays to decode one codeword by using the UFA with ∆=1
and by using the BFA with different NMS and ∆ values,
respectively. The decoding delay of the UFA is defined as:

DelayUFA =
N∑
i=1

NoI i/N. (2)

And the decoding delay of the BFA is defined as:

DelayBFA =

N∑
i=1

max (NoI i,FD ,NoI i,BD) /N. (3)

The decoding delay of the UFA or the BFA is measured in
terms of average Number of Iterations (NoI ) to decode one
codeword [10]. N is the total number of codewords. The
simulation setup is listed in Table 1. The codewords whose
computational effort exceeded the limitation value (Clim)
were ignored in the simulation.

Table 1: Simulation setup
Code rate (R) 1/3

g0 = {133}8
Generator polynomials g1 = {171}8

g2 = {165}8
Constraint length (K) 7

Branch metric calculation Fano metric(hard decision)
NMS [1 2 4 8 16 32]
∆ [1 2 4 6 8]

Modulation BPSK
Channel AWGN

Information length (L) 200 bits
Number of frames (N) 50,000

Clim 20,000 NoI



It can be seen from Fig. 2 (a) that for a fixed NMS value,
the BER performance can be improved by decreasing the ∆
value, and for a fixed ∆ value the BER performance can be
improved by increasing the NMS value. However, the BER
curve for each ∆ value becomes flat as NMS increases to a
large value. This effect is more pronounced for a larger ∆
value. From Fig. 2 (b) it can be seen that for a fixed NMS
value, the TI performance can be improved by increasing
the ∆ value. However, the TI curve for each NMS value
becomes flat as ∆ increases to a large value. The TI perfor-
mance can also be improved by decreasing the NMS value,
and the improvement increases more rapidly when NMS gets
smaller. It has been shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) that the di-
rections to better performance are opposite to each other,
which means that a trade-off between BER and TI can be
made by selecting a pair of NMS and ∆.
The values of BER and TI corresponding to Fig. 2 (a) and

(b) are listed in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively. It is shown
that if the target BER (BERtarget) is set the same as the
BER achieved by the BFA with NMS=1 and ∆=1, which
is 2.63× 10−3 at Eb/N0=4dB, the achievable maximum TI
is 191% which corresponds to {NMS=8,∆=2}. This pair of
NMS and ∆ is considered to be optimal among the consid-
ered pairs of NMS and ∆ listed in Table 2 and Table 3. If
another target BER is chosen, which depends on the system
design requirement, the corresponding optimal pair of NMS
and ∆ can be chosen in a similar manner. For example, if
the target BER is set as 3× 10−3, the achievable maximum
TI will be 275% which corresponds to {NMS=16,∆=4}. In
summary, an optimal pair of NMS and ∆ can be chosen
from a selected set of NMS and ∆ at each SNR in the BFA
to achieve the maximum decoding throughput without de-
grading the target error rate performance. How to construct
a look-up table which stores the optimal pairs of NMS and
∆ for different SNR values will be discussed next.

Table 2: BER (×10−3) look-up table
4dB ∆=1 ∆=2 ∆=4 ∆=6 ∆=8

NMS=1 2.63 2.97 3.66 4.83 6.97
NMS=2 2.69 2.81 3.48 4.67 6.68
NMS=4 2.57 2.67 3.41 4.42 6.34
NMS=8 2.48 2.57 3.10 4.15 5.94
NMS=16 2.13 2.27 3.01 3.90 5.55
NMS=32 1.89 2.25 2.83 3.89 5.62

Table 3: TI look-up table
4dB ∆=1 ∆=2 ∆=4 ∆=6 ∆=8

NMS=1 132% 254% 363% 380% 350%
NMS=2 117% 235% 345% 362% 331%
NMS=4 102% 216% 323% 342% 315%
NMS=8 84.2% 191% 302% 319% 298%
NMS=16 74.0% 171% 275% 297% 277%
NMS=32 65.9% 158% 254% 274% 257%

2.2 Construction of the Look-up Table
The following steps can be followed to find the optimal

pair of NMS and ∆ among a selected set of NMS and ∆
to achieve the maximum decoding throughput for a target
BER at each SNR:
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Figure 2: BER and TI for different NMS and ∆ at
Eb/N0=4dB

Step 1 : Determine two vectors selectively:

NMS = [NMS1, . . . ,NMS i, . . . ,NMS I ] , (4)

and

∆ = [∆1, . . . ,∆j , . . . ,∆J ] , (5)

where NMS1 < · · ·NMS i < · · ·NMS I and ∆1 < · · ·∆j <
· · ·∆J . In the paper NMS = [1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32] and ∆ =
[1, 2, 4, 6, 8] were chosen, respectively. These two vectors
are considered to be fine-grained enough for the SNR of in-
terest;

Step 2 : Get empirical statistics of BER and TI by sim-
ulations:

BER =


BER1,1 BER1,2 · · · BER1,J

BER2,1 BER2,2 · · · BER2,J

...
...

. . .
...

BERI,1 BERI,2 · · · BERI,J

 , (6)

and

TI =


TI 1,1 TI 1,2 · · · TI 1,J

TI 2,1 TI 2,2 · · · TI 2,J

...
...

. . .
...

TI I,1 TI I,2 · · · TI I,J

 , (7)

where BERi,j and TI i,j are the bit-error-rate of the BFA
and the throughput improvement of the BFA with respect to



Table 4: Optimal pairs of NMS and ∆ in the BFA
Eb/N0 BERtarget NMS ∆

3dB 1.63× 10−2 16 2

4dB 2.63× 10−3 8 2

5dB 2.64× 10−4 8 4

6dB 1.78× 10−5 4 4

the UFA corresponding to NMS i and ∆j , respectively. The
simulation setup should comply with the conditions in which
the BFA decoder will operate. In the paper the simulation
setup is the same as that listed in Table 1;
Step 3 : Find the indexes of the BER matrix whose values

are below or equal to the target BER:

[I ′,J ′] = find (BER ≤ BERtarget) , (8)

where BERtarget is decided by the system design require-
ment. In the paper BERtarget was set the same as the BER
of the BFA with NMS=1 and ∆=1;
Step 4 : Find the indexes of the TI matrix whose value

is the maximum among those corresponding to the selected
indexes I ′ and J ′:[

i′, j′
]
= find [max (TI (I ′,J ′))] . (9)

Step 5 : NMS i′ and ∆j′ are selected as the optimal pair
of NMS and ∆ among the selected set of NMS and ∆ for
the considered SNR and target BER:

[NMS i′ ,∆j′ ] = Ψ (SNR,BERtarget) . (10)

The above steps were followed to get the optimal pairs
of NMS and ∆ at different SNR values which are listed in
Table 4. It can be seen that as SNR increases the optimal
NMS decreases while the optimal ∆ increases. This look-up
table is constructed offline which will be referred to by the
BFA decoder in real-time decoding. During BFA decoding,
different pairs of NMS and ∆ can be selected according to
the SNR estimation. Some SNR estimation techniques for
the AWGN channel can be employed [12]. More entries can
be produced for the look-up table to cover more fine-grained
SNR values, which is at the cost of larger memory of the
BFA decoder. Alternatively, the optimal pair of NMS and ∆
corresponding to the SNR estimation which is not included
in the look-up table can be interpolated by the NMS and ∆
values of the nearby SNR values.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS
The BFA with the optimal pairs of NMS and ∆ (named

as improved BFA) is compared with the UFA, the conven-
tional BFA and the VA in terms of error rate performance,
throughput improvement and computational complexity.The
simulation setup is the same as that listed in Table 1. From
Fig. 3 it can be seen that the improved BFA and the conven-
tional BFA with NMS=1 and ∆=1 have the same BER per-
formance. This is because the target BER of the improved
BFA was set the same as the BER of the conventional BFA
with NMS=1 and ∆=1. There is about 0.2 dB coding gain
loss at BER=10−4 compared to the UFA with ∆=1 which
has almost the same BER performance as the VA.
The throughput improvement achieved by the improved

BFA and the conventional BFA compared to the UFA is
shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that with NMS=1 and ∆=1,
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the throughput improvement of the conventional BFA with
respect to the UFA reduces as the SNR increases, and it con-
verges to about 100% at high SNR. However, the improved
BFA can achieve a much higher throughput improvement,
especially at high SNR. For example at Eb/N0=5dB, the im-
proved BFA has about 280% throughput improvement com-
pared to the UFA. The throughput improvement achieved by
the improved BFA compared to the conventional BFA is also
presented, which increases from about 10% at Eb/N0=3dB
to about 80% at Eb/N0=6dB. The benefit of using the opti-
mal pairs of NMS and ∆ is more pronounced at high SNR.
The computational complexity comparison between the

UFA, the conventional BFA and the improved BFA with
respect to the VA is shown in Fig. 5. The computational
complexity is measured in terms of average NoI to decode
one codeword. In the BFA, the computational complexity
is the sum of the NoI performed by the FD and that by
the BD, and the average computational complexity can be
calculated by:

CBFA =

N∑
i=1

(NoIi,FD +NoIi,BD) /N. (11)

The VA has a fixed computational complexity:

CVA = (L+K − 1)× 2K−1. (12)

where L is the information length and K is the constraint
length. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the computational
complexity of the sequential decoding algorithms is much
lower than that of the VA, especially at high SNR. For exam-
ple above Eb/N0=5dB, the computational complexity of the
examined sequential decoding algorithms is less than 10% of
the VA. This is because the sequential decoding algorithms
only require local search of the code tree, unlike the VA
which requires exhaustive search of the trellis diagram. By
using bidirectional search, the BFA has lower computational
complexity compared to the UFA. The improved BFA has
the lowest computational complexity among the examined
algorithms due to the usage of the optimal pair of NMS and
∆ at each SNR. For example at Eb/N0=5dB, the computa-
tional complexity of the improved BFA is only about 4% of
the VA.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The decoding throughput improvement of the conventional

BFA with respect to the UFA reduces as SNR increases and
converges to 100% at high SNR. In this paper, the decod-
ing throughput of the BFA was improved by exploiting two
parameters in the BFA which are known as the number of
merged states (NMS) and threshold increment value ∆. A
pair of NMS and ∆ can be chosen at each SNR to achieve
the maximum decoding throughput without losing the error
rate performance compared to a target BER. A look-up ta-
ble can be constructed offline which stores the optimal pairs
of NMS and ∆ at different SNR values. The BFA decoder
can choose the optimal pair of NMS and ∆ from the look-
up table according to the estimated SNR during real-time
decoding. It was shown that by using the optimal pairs of
NMS and ∆ at different SNR in the BFA, a higher through-
put improvement with respect to the UFA can be achieved
compared to the conventional BFA, and the improvement is
more pronounced at high SNR which is much higher than
100%. The computational complexity of the improved BFA

is lower than the conventional BFA and much lower than the
VA, especially at high SNR. The proposed BFA decoding
with the NMS and ∆ looking-up strategy can be employed
in high throughput wireless communication systems to de-
code convolutional codes with low hardware complexity and
low power consumption.
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